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Fire Is a natural force that has been operating in Yellowstone ecosystems for
at least the last 12,000 years. In the late 1800's, the advent of European man
effectively stopped fires for nearly 100 years. In 1972, Yellowstone began
allowing some lightning-caused fires to burn themselves out, acknowledging
the natural role of fire in sustaining the forests and grasslands of the park. All
park fires, whether man-caused or natural, are managed according to criteria
in the park's fire management plan. Natural fires are continuously monitored
and tactics are planned daily. Fires which threaten adjacent public or private
lands, gateway communities, and villages or significant resources in the park,
are suppressed with the same vigor applied to fires on other public lands.

Yellowstone's fire management plan, approved by the National Park Service,
other Department of Interior agencies, and the U.S. Forest Service, has four
basic goals:

1. To permit as many lightning-caused fires as possible to burn under natural
conditions.

2. To prevent wildfire from destroying human life, property, historic and
cultural sites, special natural features or endangered species.

3. To suppress wildfire in as safe, cost-effective and environmentally sensitive
ways as possible.
4. To resort to prescribed burning when and where necessary to reduce
hazardous fuels {fuels are primarily dead and downed trees).
During the past 16 years, the park has been guided by these objectives and
we have learned by our experiences. We have discovered, for example, that
tens of thousands of lightning strikes fizzle out and burn no significant acreage
at all. We have learned that of the hundreds or thousands of strikes that reach

the ground, lightning produced about 140 natural fires that burned only an
average of 250 acres each before dying a natural death. Eighty percent of the
fire starts go out by themselves, burning less than one acre. During these
years we have lost no human lives, had no significant human injury, or lost any
park structures or special features, and have created, not destroyed habitat for
threatened or endangered species.

1988 Fire Conditions

This year conditions are very dry - unprecedented - which has contributed to
more extensive fire spread than at any time in the past 16 years, and perhaps
since the drought years of the 1930's. Early in the summer about 20 lightningcaused fires were allowed to bum, and for a number of weeks behaved as

they had in previous years. Eleven of these fires died out on their ovvn,
confirming at the time, that fire behavior was similar to our experiences in the
past. But almost no precipitation fell in June or July (this has never happened
in the park's 112-year weather record), and fire conditions changed dramati
cally. Veteran fire officers began noting fire behavior they have never before
witnessed. Lightning-caused fires that exceeded the previously defined pre
scriptions were reclassified as destructive wildfires and are being suppressed
when they threaten developments.

